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2.1
Reversion to the mean and
what it means for portfolios
S T E V E N W I E T I N G - Chief Investment Strategist and Chief Economist
J O S E P H F I O R I C A - Head of Global Equity Strategy
K R I S X I P P O L I T O S - Head of Global Fixed Income Strategy

The arrival of the worst global pandemic in more than
a century moved every asset price in the world, and its
departure will do the same. It is time to position portfolios
to exploit what comes next.
 COVID-19 has caused huge economic and financial market disruption, but it is
neither unstoppable nor a trend
 Instead, we believe the pandemic’s impacts are temporary, causing massive
valuation distortions in 2020 that will unwind in 2021
 Many asset prices and relationships between assets have strayed far from their
long-term relationships
 Just as COVID moved every asset price in the world, the same will occur as it departs
 We expect a “reversion to the mean,” in which certain sectors will be major beneficiaries
 These include COVID-cyclical sectors, small-cap equities and some of the most
beaten-down national and regional markets
 After the most significant dispersion of asset prices in history, exploiting this
mean reversion will be crucial to your portfolio’s return opportunities in 2021
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COVID-19 has split the world’s companies
into winners and losers. The eruption of the
pandemic and the unprecedented steps taken to
combat its spread disrupted economic activity
and everyday life profoundly. Demand surged
for certain companies’ goods and services but
collapsed for others. Roughly half the world’s
asset prices experienced a major boost, while
the other half suffered. Enormous monetary and
fiscal stimulus has helped support markets as a
whole, but fiscal actions did not narrow the gap
in performance between COVID beneficiaries and
COVID underdogs.
To be clear, there are good reasons why
certain markets, sectors and companies should
have outperformed during a major health
crisis. However, COVID-19 is not one of our
Unstoppable trends. While it will undoubtedly
leave some permanent impacts, it will not be a
new driver of secular growth or decline for many
years to come.
The relationships between many asset prices
have stretched very far from their long-term
mean levels – too far in our view. Financial
history holds a clear lesson for us here. When
relationships between asset prices reach
extremes such as these, reversion to the mean
ultimately follows.
We believe that mean reversion for many
financial assets could begin soon. In 2021, we
believe the shock of the pandemic’s economic
effects will fade, with broader economic growth
accelerating as healthcare solutions to COVID
are introduced. As a new economic growth cycle
takes hold, traditional forces will reset asset
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prices for 2021. This is not to say that all highperforming assets during the pandemic will suffer
when it leaves. While some may indeed fall, many
of them may enjoy further gains. The issue is
largely about relative performance. Many of the
pandemic’s weakest performers could become
the strongest performers in the recovery that will
begin in 2021.
In our view, most investors are unprepared for
this mean reversion. Many have made good
returns from technology, media and other
substitutes that have allowed the world to
maintain its economic equilibrium far better than
one might have expected during the pandemic.
But as investors, we must not be complacent.
We must assess what is likely to lie ahead and
make smart portfolio decisions. As prices
between assets normalize as COVID departs,
exposures to last year’s losers might be
a winning strategy.
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COVID’s temporary distortions
FIGURE 1. COVID DEFENSIVES OUTPERFORMING COVID CYCLICALS

The economic distortions created by COVID-19
are all around us. For example, demand for singlefamily homes, do-it-yourself building materials
and furnishings, and consumer staples has
surged. So too has demand for digital solutions
that allow us to work from home and consume
while remaining socially distant. In contrast,
“socially close” activities including travel, eating
out, traditional shopping and office work have
had to be dramatically curtailed to limit the
spread of the virus.
COVID’s huge hit to economic growth – and
policy steps to mitigate those effects – have
similarly generated an unprecedented and
pervasive divergence in asset prices. To highlight
the distortion, we divide the world’s equities
into “COVID cyclicals” and “COVID defensives,”
depending on the virus’s effects upon their
businesses. COVID defensives include “stay-athome” beneficiaries, such as digital entertainment,
online retail, and consumer staples. COVID
cyclicals include “leave-your-home” beneficiaries,
such as hotels, restaurants, airlines and office
REITS. The distortion can be seen in global
equity performances and in the sovereign credit
performance of predominately “COVID-cyclical”
national economies - FIGURES 1 and 2 .
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FIGURE 2. US TREASURIES OUTPERFORMING EMERGING SOVEREIGNS
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While information technology has traditionally
been classified as a cyclical industry, we
designate it as a COVID defensive. Despite big
booms and busts in the past, communications
technology has transformative long-term growth
properties – see Digitization: The age of hyperconnectivity is upon us in Unstoppable trends.

COVID defensives
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Source: Bloomberg and FactSet as of 15 Nov 2020. Local EM laggards represented by Bloomberg Barclays indices.
COVID cyclicals: Financials, industrials, energy, materials, real estate, consumer discretionary ex-Amazon COVID defensives:
IT, healthcare, communication services, consumer staples, utilities, Amazon. Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot
invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the performance of any
specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges, which would lower performance.
For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary. All forecasts are
expressions of opinion and are subject to change without notice and are not intended to be a guarantee of future events.
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In 2020, those properties allowed the economy
to adapt to COVID restrictions in ways that would
not have been possible had the crisis struck in
any previous decade.
We have similarly reclassified real estate as a
COVID-cyclical sector. That is as a result of the
unique negative effects of social distancing upon
key components of the sector, such as shops and
office properties. The industries most negatively
affected by COVID have created negative
spillovers for the banks that have lent to them.
Firms that have suffered huge revenue falls as
they “wait out” the crisis have seen their balance
sheets deteriorate, worsening their credit. Thus,
financials are also part of the COVID cyclicals.
As dramatic as the distortions have been – both
in the economy and in asset prices – they are
temporary. By contrast, though, many investors
may be positioning for these distortions to
endure for much longer.
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FIGURE 3:
US MARKET HAS MOST COVID DEFENSIVES
COVID
COVID
CYCLICALS (%) DEFENSIVES (%)
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COVID cyclicals: Financials, industrials, energy, materials,
real
estate,
consumer
discretionary
ex-Amazon.
COVID defensives: IT, healthcare, communication services,
consumer staples, utilities, Amazon. Source: FactSet as of 26
Nov 2020. Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest
directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes
only and do not represent the performance of any specific
investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or
sales charges, which would lower performance. For illustrative
purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Real results may vary.
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How COVID’s distortions
will unwind
We expect a prolonged but multi-faceted victory
over COVID-19 – see Resilience, optimism
and investor action. The victory will be won
by an army of vaccines, monoclonal antibody
treatments and rapid delivery systems all
designed to stop the pandemic through largescale health interventions. As the new economic
cycle takes hold in 2021, therefore, investors will
look forward to what might be possible once
again. Pent-up demand is building in the economy
after so much of life went “on hold” in 2020. We
believe the world’s consumers will be keen to plan
vacations once they feel safe to do so – FIGURE
4 . Retail goods sales have been rising relative
to services. Goods demand has been outpacing
production. Thus, we see two sources of growth
as inventories and supply lines refill. We expect a
further ramping up of trade and industrial activity
in 2021 – FIGURE 5 . We also see travel, tourism
and hospitality industries acting like a coiled
spring wound tight, ready to expand strongly
once COVID is no longer a threat.
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FIGURE 4. US CONSUMERS’ VACATION INTENTIONS
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Source: Haver Analytics as of 8 Oct 2020.

FIGURE 5. US GOODS PRODUCTION NOT KEEPING UP WITH DEMAND
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The US Federal Reserve has joined with other
developed world central banks in actively
seeking a higher inflation rate by maintaining
an unusually easy monetary policy – see
Overcoming financial repression. This will cause
rates to rise along the yield curve over time.
However, effective COVID vaccines will be an even
more powerful trigger for stronger immediate
economic growth, relieving the need for more
drastic easing measures.
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Prolonged Fed easing tends to steepen the US
yield curve – FIGURE 6 . So too would an economic
recovery after COVID. Ten-year US Treasury
yields could plausibly rise materially – albeit to a
mere 1.5% – a year from now, leaving some bond
investors nursing negative returns. The economic
recovery from COVID will strengthen COVID
cyclical corporate debt – FIGURE 7 . We also expect
it to instill recovery in the depressed financial
sector. As the yield curve steepens, history says
that COVID-cyclical financials may outperform
tech – FIGURE 9 . The same healthcare solutions
will improve the fundamentals of commercial
real estate credit.
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FIGURE 6. FED EASING STEEPENS THE YIELD CURVE
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FIGURE 7. US HIGH YIELD COVID DEFENSIVES VS COVID CYCLICALS
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FIGURE 8. US ‘A’-RATED CMBS VS BB-RATED CORPORATE SPREADS VS TREASURY

Source: Bloomberg and FactSet as of 15 Nov 2020.
COVID cyclicals: Financials, Industrials, Energy, Materials,
Real Estate, Consumer Discretionary ex-Amazon.
COVID defensives: IT, Healthcare, Communication
Services, Consumer Staples, Utilities, Amazon
Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly
in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only
and do not represent the performance of any specific
investment. Index returns do not include any expenses,
fees or sales charges, which would lower performance.
For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Real results may vary. All
forecasts are expressions of opinion and are subject
to change without notice and are not intended to be a
guarantee of future events.
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FIGURE 9. STEEPER YIELD CURVE POINTS TO FINANCIALS OUTPERFORMING TECH
Financials vs tech.
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Financials and tech represented by S&P 500 Financials and Technology indices. Source: Bloomberg, as of 31 Oct 2020.
Past performance is not indicative of future returns. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative
purposes only and do not represent the performance of any specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees
or sales charges, which would lower performance. For illustrative purposes only.

The same technology that keeps family members
staring at their smartphones during dinner has
helped retain many millions of services jobs.
Thanks to powerful digital communications
networks, the banking system has continued
functioning without disruption. And consider how
many more people might have caught COVID-19
if they had had to shop in crowded stores rather
than receiving home deliveries. Had this virus
struck twenty years ago, with the technology
of the time, the current economic and health
calamities would have been far worse.
COVID has thus accelerated the digital economy’s
advance, a shift that will not be unwound once
the health crisis ends. Demand for office space
and business travel will probably never return
completely to pre-pandemic normality, with
digital services gaining in share.
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companies such as American Express on any
given day. Of course, this is also a reflection of
its rapid growth in web services, not just its retail
operations. However, we do not expect traditional
retailers to claw back market share, nor Amazon’s
wider business to deteriorate. Even were its
market capitalization to increase further in the
coming year, Amazon’s year-to-date gain of 90%
already represents an unsustainable level of
appreciation. Simply put, some more depressed
assets also deserve a place in portfolios. Passive
investor portfolios have only followed markets
into extrapolating the COVID impact as a lasting
trend. This weakens both their diversification and
likely returns in 2021.

FIGURE 10. US E-COMMERCE GRABS MARKET SHARE
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Source: Haver, as of 19 Aug 2020
However, we should consider how the COVID
distortions have altered life and raised valuations
for certain assets to unusually rich levels. As
FIGURE 10 shows, the share of e-commerce retail
sales grew most strongly when bricks-and-mortar
stores had to shutter. Yet, when given a chance,
a large share of buyers will return to stores.
Recognizing that e-commerce is a much more
efficient business model compared to traditional
retail, it will not achieve total dominance due
to the pandemic. In 2020, Amazon’s market
capitalization has risen to more than $1.5 trillion
from $900 billion at the start of the year, adding
an amount equivalent to the value of entire

Macroeconomic policy has also affected
valuations in 2020. Consider that interest
rates are set for the aggregate condition of the
economy. Rates cannot go low enough for those
companies in the greatest distress. For those with
strong fundamentals, a one-off valuation surge is
possible. This is what we saw in 2020, which will
have consequences for returns in 2021.
Firms with above-average valuations and fasterthan-average trend growth rates are particularly
sensitive to movements in interest rates. In 2020,
plunging rates help explain a sharp valuation
gain for growth equities relative to value equities
– FIGURE 11 . Given its high proportion of COVIDdefensive businesses and the strong balance
sheets typical of large firms, the technologyheavy NASDAQ 100 Index rose to highs relative
to the Russell 2000 Index only surpassed in the
late 1990s tech bubble – FIGURE 12 . The latter is
dominated by smaller US firms far more impacted
by COVID.
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We think there is a risk that investors may
extrapolate current exaggerated trends beyond
the present “COVID-impact period.” We do
not see the fundamental performance of
“digitization” sector firms challenged. Unlike
other periods when we have needed to soothe
investor fears, tech equities have surged in this
crisis period.
We believe that you should still hold secular
growth leaders from the COVID defensives in
your portfolio. However, it is very important
to avoid excessive concentration in individual
equities and too great a weighting overall in
such holdings. Within a globally diversified
multi-asset class core portfolio that includes
private market alternatives, we suggest that US
large-cap technology shares be limited to 20%
of total holdings. Technology, media and telecom
sectors (TMT) should be limited to 50% of US
equity holdings. In our view, this still provides
ample long-term exposure to just one of our four
Unstoppable trends.
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FIGURE 11. FALLING BOND YIELDS, RISING GROWTH STOCKS
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FIGURE 12. TECH SOARS VERSUS SMALL-CAPS
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In Figure 11., US Pure Growth Factor is the Bloomberg US Pure Growth Index. Sources for figures 11 and 12: Haver Analytics and
FactSet as of 15 Nov 2020. Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative
purposes only and do not represent the performance of any specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or
sales charges, which would lower performance. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All
forecasts are expressions of opinion and are subject to change without notice and are not intended to be a guarantee of future events.
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FIGURE 14. MEAN REVERSION STRATEGIES HAVE WORKED AROUND CYCLE TRANSITIONS
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What if momentum investing
loses momentum?

FIGURE 13. GLOBAL MOMENTUM RELATIVE PERFORMANCE

MSCI World Momentum vs MSCI World (%)
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Source: Bloomberg as of 15 Nov 2020. Passive buy-and-hold strategy represented by buying and holding MSCI AC World Index.
Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not
represent the performance of any specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges, which
would lower performance. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.

As the new economic cycle becomes further
established in 2021, we expect long-lasting
trends to be challenged. The strength of
momentum investing is one of these. Over the
past four decades, a simple approach of buying
equities that had already done well recently has
outperformed global equities – FIGURE 13 .
Such returns are testament to the persistence
of secular winners. Identifying these is a key
part of our approach to helping you build a core
portfolio. However, momentum is not guaranteed
to be sustained, especially in the environment
we foresee. This was most obviously the case
in the late 1990s technology bubble period.
Early in new economic and market cycles, the
worst performing sectors most frequently see
a reversion to the mean. This means a bounceback in the worst-performing sectors as well
as the potential for underperformance in prior
leaders – FIGURE 14 .
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COVID cyclicals’ comeback
In the present day, we see no fundamental
negative developments for “digitization.” But
cyclical sectors such as financials, industrials
and the traditionally defensive but now “COVID
cyclical” sector real estate, are likely to rebound
from collapse to recovery in 2021. This includes
“leave-your-home” beneficiaries, such as
hotels, restaurants, airlines and office REITS.
We look also for a revival in beaten down small
companies across the world, and the most COVIDimpacted regions.

FIGURE 15. RETURNS IN AND AFTER
THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
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The Global Financial Crisis was a good example of
the comeback we may see. The most negatively
impacted crisis zones of 2008 provided the
strongest returns of 2009 – FIGURE 15 . This was
before investors even understood that the worst
had passed. We believe the same could apply to
many of 2020’s hardest hit regional markets –
FIGURE 16 .
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Source: FactSet, through 26 Nov 2020. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and future results may not meet our
expectations due to a variety of economic, market and other factors. Real results may vary. Indices are unmanaged. An investor
cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only.
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Portfolios and mean
reversion strategies
The coming departure of COVID-19 will be a
process rather than a single event. Likewise,
the distortions that have appeared in the
economy during the pandemic will not unwind
simultaneously. Nor will mean reversion across
many asset prices occur at all once. Nonetheless,
it is not too early to get core and opportunistic
portfolios ready.
Exploiting mean reversion – the return to normal
economic pricing relationships - will be crucial
to seeking returns and managing portfolio risk
over the coming year. But we see many investors
positioned for “more of the same” rather than
the realities of a new economy cycle and a world
beyond COVID-19. This is understandable: it is
always tempting to assume that the future will
resemble the immediate past. Our message is
clear, though: start preparing to exploit mean
reversion. COVID’s arrival came as shock; its
departure should not.

Joseph Kaplan also contributed to this article.
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2.2
Capitalize on
distressed opportunities
D A N I E L O ’ D O N N E L L - Global Head of CIM Alternatives
J E F F R E Y L O C K E - Head of Private Equity and Real Estate - Americas
M A R C R U C I N S K I - Head of Private Equity and Real Estate - Asia

COVID’s distortions have left various sectors facing
widespread financial distress. This creates an
opportunity for private market strategies to capitalize
as returns and valuations revert to the mean over time.

 There are growing signs of financial distress within sectors hit
hardest by the pandemic
 Such distress can provide investment opportunities accessible via
certain private equity and real estate strategies
 In real estate, we see potential among hospitality assets
 In private equity, we are attracted to particular small- and mid-cap
firms that are unable to access the public markets
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COVID-19 has created some of the most extreme
conditions that many businesses have ever
endured, including a profoundly dire combination
of collapsing revenues and high fixed costs. The
difficulties were most acute in “socially close”
industries, where the situation may not normalize
fully any time soon. These harsh conditions
have left many thriving businesses struggling to
survive. In order to do so, they will likely require a
capital injection or further restructuring of their
balance sheets.
For cash-rich investors with a medium-term view,
this sharp, short distress may potentially present
attractive investment opportunities. We believe
that some of the most compelling investments
are not available via public markets. Instead, they
are accessible via select private equity managers
– especially in real estate in the hospitality
sector – and in traditional/distressed private
equity. As distorted operating conditions return
gradually to more pre-COVID levels, we expect
depressed profits to revert to their mean in 2022
or 2023. Distressed valuations will recover as
well, enabling investors who are willing and able
to sacrifice liquidity over a multi-year horizon to
capitalize.
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Real estate: A long recovery,
but ripe for investment
Few segments within real estate have suffered
more amid the pandemic than hospitality.
Indeed, hotels are set to register their worst
ever operating performance in 2020. In the
US, revenue per available room – the industry’s
favored metric – is forecast to have fallen by
53% on average in 2020. That is more than three
times greater than the previous record decline,
which occurred during the Global Financial Crisis
(GFC).1 Financial distress for owners, developers
and investors is already broadly in evidence,
and is likely to intensify in the coming years.
This creates opportunities for new investors
who specialize in distressed opportunities and
turnarounds.
Initially, we expect to see bank foreclosures.
Thereafter, some property owners will decide
that they are unwilling or unable to navigate the
four- or five-year period leading to full recovery.
Some will find themselves unable to adapt to
potentially lasting changes in property demand.
These include reduced business travel frequency,
as more firms rely on technological alternatives
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such as videoconferencing. In the US alone, there
are $15bn of hotel loans outstanding.2 Hospitality
investors who can provide structured solutions
to recapitalize distressed assets will be well
positioned in the environment.
Hospitality is already seeing nascent signs of a
recovery. Total US occupancy rebounded from
around 20% in early April 2020 to over 50% in
August 2020, driven primarily by leisure demand
in drive-to markets.3 Nonetheless, hotel operating
fundamentals may well not fully recover to
pre-pandemic levels until 2023 or 2024. That is
longer than the recoveries after the GFC and the
9/11 terrorist attacks.4 Meanwhile, the recovery is
likely to occur unevenly across the various guest
cohorts of leisure, business, and group travel.
We look for leisure – which represented some
70% of travel expenditure in 2019 – to drive the
recovery initially.

CBRE, US Hotel Outlook, July 2020
Estimated hotel loan principal outstanding as of 31 Dec
2019. Source: Company filings accessed May 2020
3
Source: STR data through Aug 2020
4
Source: CBRE, US Hotel Outlook, Jul 2020
1

2
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FIGURE 1. TOTAL US HOTEL MARKET: HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED PERFORMANCE
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Historically, hotel property values have often
begun to recover before operating fundamentals.
That is due to advance bookings that can give
potential hotel buyers a clear snapshot of
demand twelve to eighteen months ahead. In
the post-GFC period from 2010 to 2015, fullservice hotels and limited-service hotels in the US
experienced compound annual growth in values
of 12.3% and 4.8% respectively.5
To capitalize upon the opportunity we see, we
recommend seeking partners with demonstrable
value-add hospitality experience of investing
across cycles. We believe such managers are
well-positioned to work on improving operating
performance, reducing costs, and repositioning
assets for the post-pandemic recovery.
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Source: CBRE, US Hotel Outlook, as of Jul 2020. All forecasts are expressions of opinion and are subject to change without notice and
are not intended to be guarantees of future events.

Source: Real Capital Analytics
www.rcanalytics.com, as of May 2020.
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Private equity: A buyer’s
market in some sectors
The financial distress arising from the COVID-19
economic downturn has created investment
opportunities across a wide range of industries
of interest to both the traditional buyout and
distressed private equity markets. Industries such
as healthcare and technology have proved more
resilient to the pandemic’s fallout. Indeed, some
companies are experiencing growth. By contrast,
“socially close” activities including travel,
leisure, and traditional shopping have suffered
enormously.
Despite the rebound in public markets, corporate
revenues are still declining. In turn, we are
seeing more defaults, continued credit rating
downgrades, and attractive entry multiples for
buyout transactions. This is why such periods
present an unusual opportunity set for investors.
While public prices are “up”, private equity
entry prices are “down” based on lower current
EBITDA and declining sales. This is evidenced by
credit market action. The rolling 12-month ratio
of credit rating downgrades-to-upgrades for the
S&P’s Leveraged Loan Index stands at 7.87 as of
September 2020. That is 48.8% above the GFC
peak of 5.29 in February 2009. Also, the trailing
12-month institutional loan default rate reached
4.17% at the end of September, the highest level
since 2009.

EX PLOITING M EAN REVERS ION

In terms of pricing, implied EV/EBITDA multiples 6
of enterprise value-to-earnings before interest
tax depreciation and amortization in the third
quarter of 2020 decreased by more than 20%
from their year-earlier level of 15.7. 7 They remain
favorable compared to recent years.
While this disruption is impacting businesses
in different ways, companies across several
industries are in need of capital in order to
bolster balance sheets and find a path back
to growth in a recessionary landscape. In
particular, the small- and mid-cap market has
languished. And it continues to underperform the
broader market significantly. This has created
an opportunity for sponsors to provide flexible
solutions to companies unable to access the
public markets. More importantly, this has also
created new opportunities for managers to
acquire companies that would not have required
additional capital but for the health crisis.
Admittedly, some companies have addressed
their immediate liquidity needs. But as the
pandemic continues to unfold, these companies
could need further capital and many more will
require funding to remain viable or to grow.
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EV/EBITDA divides a company’s enterprise value (EV)
– the combined value of a company’s equity and debt –
by its earnings before interest tax depreciation
and amortization (EBITDA).

6

7

Source: Pitchbook
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Glossary

ASSET CLASS DEFINITIONS:
Cash is represented by US 3-month Government
Bond TR, measuring the US dollar-denominated
active 3-Month, fixed-rate, nominal debt issues by
the US Treasury.
Commodities asset class contains the index
composites — GSCI Precious Metals Index, GSCI
Energy Index, GSCI Industrial Metals Index, and
GSCI Agricultural Index — measuring investment
performance in different markets, namely
precious metals (e.g., gold, silver), energy
commodity (e.g., oil, coal), industrial metals (e.g.,
copper, iron ore), and agricultural commodity (i.e.,
soy, coffee) respectively. Reuters/ Jeffries CRB
Spot Price Index, the TR/CC CRB Excess Return
Index, an arithmetic average of commodity
futures prices with monthly rebalancing, is used
for supplemental historical data.
Emerging Markets (EM) Hard Currency Fixed
Income is represented by the FTSE Emerging
Market Sovereign Bond Index (ESBI), covering
hard currency emerging market sovereign debt.
Global Developed Market Corporate Fixed Income
is composed of Bloomberg Barclays indices
capturing investment debt from seven different
local currency markets. The composite includes
investment grade rated corporate bonds from the
developed-market issuers.

Global Developed Market Equity is composed of
MSCI indices capturing large-, mid- and small-cap
representation across 23 individual developedmarket countries, as weighted by the market
capitalization of these countries. The composite
covers approximately 95% of the free floatadjusted market capitalization in each country.
Global Developed Investment Grade Fixed
Income is composed of Barclays indices capturing
investment-grade debt from twenty different
local currency markets. The composite includes
fixed-rate treasury, government-related, and
investment grade rated corporate and securitized
bonds from the developed-market issuers. Local
market indices for US, UK and Japan are used for
supplemental historical data.
Global Emerging Market Fixed Income is
composed of Barclays indices measuring
performance of fixed-rate local currency
emerging markets government debt for 19
different markets across Latin America, EMEA
and Asia regions. iBoxx ABF China Govt. Bond, the
Markit iBoxx ABF Index comprising local currency
debt from China, is used for supplemental
historical data.

Global High Yield Fixed Income is composed of
Barclays indices measuring the non-investment
grade, fixed-rate corporate bonds denominated in
US dollars, British pounds and Euros. Securities
are classified as high yield if the middle rating of
Moody’s, Fitch, and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below,
excluding emerging market debt. Ibbotson High
Yield Index, a broad high yield index including
bonds across the maturity spectrum, within the
BB-B rated credit quality spectrum, included in
the below-investment-grade universe, is used for
supplemental historical data.
Hedge Funds is composed of investment
managers employing different investment styles
as characterized by different sub categories –
HFRI Equity Long/Short: Positions both long and
short in primarily equity and equity derivative
securities; HFRI Credit: Positions in corporate
fixed income securities; HFRI Event Driven:
Positions in companies currently or prospectively
involved in wide variety of corporate transactions;
HFRI Relative Value: Positions based on a
valuation discrepancy between multiple
securities; HFRI Multi Strategy: Positions based
on realization of a spread between related yield
instruments; HFRI Macro: Positions based on
movements in underlying economic variables
and their impact on different markets; Barclays
Trader CTA Index: The composite performance
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of established programs (Commodity Trading
Advisors) with more than four years of
performance history.
High Yield Bank Loans are debt financing
obligations issued by a bank or other financial
institution to a company or individual that holds
legal claim to the borrower’s assets in the event
of a corporate bankruptcy. These loans are
usually secured by a company’s assets, and often
pay a high coupon due to a company’s poor (noninvestment grade) credit worthiness.
Private Equity characteristics are driven by
those for Developed Market Small Cap Equities,
adjusted for illiquidity, sector concentration, and
greater leverage.
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INDEX DEFINITIONS:
The Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Bond
Index is a flagship measure of global investment
grade debt from twenty-four local currency
markets. This multi-currency benchmark includes
treasury, government-related, corporate and
securitized fixed-rate bonds from both developed
and emerging markets issuers.
Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index
measures the investment grade, fixed-rate,
taxable corporate bond market. It includes
US dollar denominated securities publicly
issued by US and non-US industrial, utility and
financial issuers.
Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury Index
measures US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate,
nominal debt issued by the US Treasury.
Bloomberg-JP Morgan Asia currency index is a
spot index of the most actively traded currency
pairs in Asia’s emerging markets valued against
the US dollar.
FTSE All-World Index is a stock market index
representing global equity performance that
covers over 3,100 companies in 47 countries
starting in 1986.
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The FTSE Nareit Mortgage REITs Index is a freefloat adjusted, market capitalization-weighted
index of US Mortgage REITs. Mortgage REITs
include all tax-qualified REITs with more than
50 percent of total assets invested in mortgage
loans or mortgage-backed securities secured by
interests in real property.
MSCI AC Asia ex-Japan Index captures large and
mid-cap representation across 2 of 3 Developed
Markets (DM) countries* (excluding Japan)
and 9 Emerging Markets (EM) countries* in
Asia. With 1,187 constituents, the index covers
approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted
market capitalization in each country.
MSCI China Index captures large and mid-cap
representation across China A shares, H shares, B
shares, Red chips, P chips and foreign listings (e.g.
ADRs). With 704 constituents, the index covers
about 85% of this China equity universe.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures largeand mid- cap representation across twenty-four
Emerging Markets (EM) countries. With 837
constituents, the index covers approximately
85% of the free float-adjusted market
capitalization in each country.
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MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Latin America
Index captures large and mid-cap representation
across five Emerging Markets (EM) countries in
Latin America. With 113 constituents, the index
covers approximately 85% of the free floatadjusted market capitalization in each country.

The Russell 2000 Index measures the
performance of the small-cap segment of the
US equity universe. The Russell 2000 Index is a
subset of the Russell 3000 Index representing
some 10% of the total market capitalization of
that index.

The MSCI Global Alternative Energy Index
includes developed and emerging market large-,
mid- and small-cap companies that derive 50%
or more of their revenues from products and
services in Alternative energy.

The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted
index that includes a representative sample of
500 leading companies in leading industries of
the US economy. Although the S&P 500 focuses
on the large-cap segment of the market, with
over 80% coverage of US equities, it is also an
ideal proxy for the total market.

The MSCI AC World Automobiles Index is
composed of large- and mid-cap automobile
stocks across emerging and developed countries.
The MSCI World Information Technology Index
tracks the large- and mid-cap IT segments across
23 developed markets countries.
The MSCI World Index covers large- and mid-cap
equities across 23 Developed Markets countries.
With 1,603 constituents, the index covers
approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted
market capitalization in each country.
Nasdaq 100 is a large-cap growth index consisting
of 100 of the largest US and international nonfinancial companies listed on the Nasdaq Stock
Market based on market capitalization.

The S&P Global Dividend Aristocrats is designed
to measure the performance of the highest
dividend yielding companies within the S&P
Global Broad Market Index (BMI) that have
followed a policy of increasing or stable dividends
for at least ten consecutive years.
The VIX or the Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE) Volatility Index, is a real-time index
representing the market’s expectation of 30-day
forward-looking volatility, derived from the price
inputs of the S&P 500 index options.
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OTHER TERMINOLOGY:
Adaptive Valuations Strategies is Citi
Private Bank’s own strategic asset allocation
methodology. It determines the suitable longterm mix of assets for each client’s investment
portfolio.
Correlation is a statistical measure of how two
assets or asset classes move in relation to one
another. Correlation is measured on a scale of 1
to -1. A correlation of 1 implies perfect positive
correlation, meaning that two assets or asset
classes move in the same direction all of the
time. A correlation of -1 implies perfect negative
correlation, such that two assets or asset classes
move in the opposite direction to each other
all the time. A correlation of 0 implies zero
correlation, such that there is no relationship
between the movements in the two over time.
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Disclosures

In any instance where distribution of this communication
(“Communication”) is subject to the rules of the US
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), this
communication constitutes an invitation to consider entering
into a derivatives transaction under US CFTC Regulations §§
1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding
offer to buy/sell any financial instrument.
This Communication is prepared by Citi Private Bank (“CPB”),
a business of Citigroup, Inc. (“Citigroup”), which provides
its clients access to a broad array of products and services
available through Citigroup, its bank and non-bank affiliates
worldwide (collectively, “Citi”). Not all products and services
are provided by all affiliates, or are available at all locations.
CPB personnel are not research analysts, and the information
in this Communication is not intended to constitute “research”,
as that term is defined by applicable regulations. Unless
otherwise indicated, any reference to a research report or
research recommendation is not intended to represent the
whole report and is not in itself considered a recommendation
or research report.
This Communication is provided for information and discussion
purposes only, at the recipient’s request. The recipient
should notify CPB immediately should it at any time wish to
cease being provided with such information. Unless otherwise
indicated, (i) it does not constitute an offer or recommendation
to purchase or sell any security, financial instrument or other
product or service, or to attract any funding or deposits, and
(ii) it does not constitute a solicitation if it is not subject to
the rules of the CFTC (but see discussion above regarding
communication subject to CFTC rules) and (iii) it is not intended
as an official confirmation of any transaction.
Unless otherwise expressly indicated, this Communication
does not take into account the investment objectives, risk
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profile or financial situation of any particular person and as
such, investments mentioned in this document may not be
suitable for all investors. Citi is not acting as an investment
or other advisor, fiduciary or agent. The information contained
herein is not intended to be an exhaustive discussion of the
strategies or concepts mentioned herein or tax or legal advice.
Recipients of this Communication should obtain advice based
on their own individual circumstances from their own tax,
financial, legal and other advisors about the risks and merits
of any transaction before making an investment decision, and
only make such decisions on the basis of their own objectives,
experience, risk profile and resources.
The information contained in this Communication is based
on generally available information and, although obtained
from sources believed by Citi to be reliable, its accuracy and
completeness cannot be assured, and such information may
be incomplete or condensed. Any assumptions or information
contained in this Communication constitute a judgment only
as of the date of this document or on any specified dates
and is subject to change without notice. Insofar as this
Communication may contain historical and forward looking
information, past performance is neither a guarantee nor an
indication of future results, and future results may not meet
expectations due to a variety of economic, market and other
factors. Further, any projections of potential risk or return
are illustrative and should not be taken as limitations of the
maximum possible loss or gain. Any prices, values or estimates
provided in this Communication (other than those that are
identified as being historical) are indicative only, may change
without notice and do not represent firm quotes as to either
price or size, nor reflect the value Citi may assign a security
in its inventory. Forward looking information does not indicate
a level at which Citi is prepared to do a trade and may not
account for all relevant assumptions and future conditions.
Actual conditions may vary substantially from estimates which
could have a negative impact on the value of an instrument.
Views, opinions and estimates expressed herein may differ
from the opinions expressed by other Citi businesses or
affiliates, and are not intended to be a forecast of future
events, a guarantee of future results, or investment advice,
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and are subject to change without notice based on market and
other conditions. Citi is under no duty to update this document
and accepts no liability for any loss (whether direct, indirect or
consequential) that may arise from any use of the information
contained in or derived from this Communication.
Investments in financial instruments or other products carry
significant risk, including the possible loss of the principal
amount invested. Financial instruments or other products
denominated in a foreign currency are subject to exchange rate
fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price or
value of an investment in such products. This Communication
does not purport to identify all risks or material considerations
which may be associated with entering into any transaction.
Structured products can be highly illiquid and are not suitable
for all investors. Additional information can be found in
the disclosure documents of the issuer for each respective
structured product described herein. Investing in structured
products is intended only for experienced and sophisticated
investors who are willing and able to bear the high economic
risks of such an investment. Investors should carefully review
and consider potential risks before investing.
OTC derivative transactions involve risk and are not suitable for
all investors. Investment products are not insured, carry no bank
or government guarantee and may lose value. Before entering
into these transactions, you should: (i) ensure that you have
obtained and considered relevant information from independent
reliable sources concerning the financial, economic and political
conditions of the relevant markets; (ii) determine that you have
the necessary knowledge, sophistication and experience in
financial, business and investment matters to be able to evaluate
the risks involved, and that you are financially able to bear such
risks; and (iii) determine, having considered the foregoing points,
that capital markets transactions are suitable and appropriate
for your financial, tax, business and investment objectives.
This material may mention options regulated by the US
Securities and Exchange Commission. Before buying or selling
options you should obtain and review the current version of
the Options Clearing Corporation booklet, Characteristics and
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Risks of Standardized Options. A copy of the booklet can be
obtained upon request from Citigroup Global Markets Inc.,
390 Greenwich Street, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10013 or by
clicking the following links,
theocc.com/components/docs/riskstoc.pdf
and
theocc.com/components/docs/about/
publications/november_2012_supplement.pdf and
theocc.com/components/docs/about/publications/
october_2018_supplement.pdf
If you buy options, the maximum loss is the premium. If you sell
put options, the risk is the entire notional below the strike. If
you sell call options, the risk is unlimited. The actual profit or
loss from any trade will depend on the price at which the trades
are executed. The prices used herein are historical and may
not be available when you order is entered. Commissions and
other transaction costs are not considered in these examples.
Option trades in general and these trades in particular may not
be appropriate for every investor. Unless noted otherwise, the
source of all graphs and tables in this report is Citi. Because of
the importance of tax considerations to all option transactions,
the investor considering options should consult with his/her
tax advisor as to how their tax situation is affected by the
outcome of contemplated options transactions.
None of the financial instruments or other products mentioned
in this Communication (unless expressly stated otherwise) is
(i) insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other governmental authority, or (ii) deposits or other
obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citi or any other insured
depository institution.
Citi often acts as an issuer of financial instruments and other
products, acts as a market maker and trades as principal in many
different financial instruments and other products, and can be
expected to perform or seek to perform investment banking
and other services for the issuer of such financial instruments
or other products. The author of this Communication may
have discussed the information contained therein with others
within or outside Citi, and the author and/or such other
Citi personnel may have already acted on the basis of this
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information (including by trading for Citi’s proprietary accounts
or communicating the information contained herein to other
customers of Citi). Citi, Citi’s personnel (including those with
whom the author may have consulted in the preparation of this
communication), and other customers of Citi may be long or
short the financial instruments or other products referred to
in this Communication, may have acquired such positions at
prices and market conditions that are no longer available, and
may have interests different from or adverse to your interests.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citi and its employees are not in the
business of providing, and do not provide, tax or legal advice to
any taxpayer outside Citi. Any statement in this Communication
regarding tax matters is not intended or written to be used,
and cannot be used or relied upon, by any taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding tax penalties. Any such taxpayer should
seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances
from an independent tax advisor.
Neither Citi nor any of its affiliates can accept responsibility
for the tax treatment of any investment product, whether
or not the investment is purchased by a trust or company
administered by an affiliate of Citi. Citi assumes that, before
making any commitment to invest, the investor and (where
applicable, its beneficial owners) have taken whatever tax,
legal or other advice the investor/beneficial owners consider
necessary and have arranged to account for any tax lawfully
due on the income or gains arising from any investment
product provided by Citi.
This Communication is for the sole and exclusive use of the
intended recipients, and may contain information proprietary
to Citi which may not be reproduced or circulated in whole or
in part without Citi’s prior consent. The manner of circulation
and distribution may be restricted by law or regulation in
certain countries. Persons who come into possession of this
document are required to inform themselves of, and to observe
such restrictions. Citi accepts no liability whatsoever for the
actions of third parties in this respect. Any unauthorized use,
duplication, or disclosure of this document is prohibited by law
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and may result in prosecution.
Other businesses within Citigroup Inc. and affiliates of Citigroup
Inc. may give advice, make recommendations, and take action
in the interest of their clients, or for their own accounts,
that may differ from the views expressed in this document.
All expressions of opinion are current as of the date of this
document and are subject to change without notice. Citigroup
Inc. is not obligated to provide updates or changes to the
information contained in this document.
The expressions of opinion are not intended to be a forecast of
future events or a guarantee of future results. Past performance
is not a guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.
Although information in this document has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates
do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accept no
liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its
use. Throughout this publication where charts indicate that a
third party (parties) is the source, please note that the attributed
may refer to the raw data received from such parties. No part
of this document may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in
any form or by any means, or distributed to any person that is
not an employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the
recipient without Citigroup Inc.’s prior written consent.
Citigroup Inc. may act as principal for its own account or as
agent for another person in connection with transactions
placed by Citigroup Inc. for its clients involving securities
that are the subject of this document or future editions of the
Quadrant.
Bonds are affected by a number of risks, including fluctuations
in interest rates, credit risk and prepayment risk. In general,
as prevailing interest rates rise, fixed income securities prices
will fall. Bonds face credit risk if a decline in an issuer’s credit
rating, or creditworthiness, causes a bond’s price to decline.
High yield bonds are subject to additional risks such as
increased risk of default and greater volatility because of the
lower credit quality of the issues. Finally, bonds can be subject
to prepayment risk. When interest rates fall, an issuer may
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political, and regulatory concentration.

Bond rating equivalence
Alpha and/or numeric symbols used to give indications of relative credit quality. In the municipal market, these designations
are published by the rating services. Internal ratings are also used by other market participants to indicate credit quality.
Bond credit quality ratings

Rating agencies
Moody's1

Standard and Poor's2

Fitch Ratings2

Aaa

AAA

AAA

High quality (very strong)

Aa

AA

AA

Upper medium grade (strong)

A

A

A

Baa

BBB

BBB

Lower medium grade (somewhat speculative)

Ba

BB

BB

Low grade (speculative)

B

B

B

Poor quality (may default)

Caa

CCC

CCC

Most speculative

Ca

C

CC

No interest being paid or bankruptcy petition
filled

C

D

C

In default

C

D

D

Credit risk
Investment grade
Highest quality

Medium grade
Not Investment grade

1
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The ratings from Aa to Ca by Moody's may be modified by the addition of a 1, 2, or 3 to show relative standing within the category.

2
The ratings from AA to CC by Standard and Poor's and Fitch Ratings may be modified by the addition of a plus or a minus
to show relative standing within the category.

choose to borrow money at a lower interest rate, while paying
off its previously issued bonds. As a consequence, underlying
bonds will lose the interest payments from the investment and
will be forced to reinvest in a market where prevailing interest
rates are lower than when the initial investment was made.
(MLP’s) - Energy Related MLPs May Exhibit High Volatility. While
not historically very volatile, in certain market environments
Energy Related MLPS may exhibit high volatility.

Changes in Regulatory or Tax Treatment of Energy Related
MLPs. If the IRS changes the current tax treatment of the master
limited partnerships included in the Basket of Energy Related
MLPs thereby subjecting them to higher rates of taxation, or if
other regulatory authorities enact regulations which negatively
affect the ability of the master limited partnerships to generate
income or distribute dividends to holders of common units,
the return on the Notes, if any, could be dramatically reduced.
Investment in a basket of Energy Related MLPs may expose the
investor to concentration risk due to industry, geographical,

Mortgage-backed securities (“MBS”), which include
collateralized mortgage obligations (“CMOs”), also referred
to as real estate mortgage investment conduits (“REMICs”),
may not be suitable for all investors. There is the possibility
of early return of principal due to mortgage prepayments,
which can reduce expected yield and result in reinvestment
risk. Conversely, return of principal may be slower than initial
prepayment speed assumptions, extending the average life of
the security up to its listed maturity date (also referred to as
extension risk).
Additionally, the underlying collateral supporting non-Agency
MBS may default on principal and interest payments. In certain
cases, this could cause the income stream of the security to
decline and result in loss of principal. Further, an insufficient
level of credit support may result in a downgrade of a mortgage
bond’s credit rating and lead to a higher probability of principal
loss and increased price volatility. Investments in subordinated
MBS involve greater credit risk of default than the senior
classes of the same issue. Default risk may be pronounced in
cases where the MBS security is secured by, or evidencing an
interest in, a relatively small or less diverse pool of underlying
mortgage loans.
MBS are also sensitive to interest rate changes which can
negatively impact the market value of the security. During
times of heightened volatility, MBS can experience greater
levels of illiquidity and larger price movements. Price volatility
may also occur from other factors including, but not limited
to, prepayments, future prepayment expectations, credit
concerns, underlying collateral performance and technical
changes in the market.
Alternative investments referenced in this report are
speculative and entail significant risks that can include losses
due to leveraging or other speculative investment practices,
lack of liquidity, volatility of returns, restrictions on transferring
interests in the fund, potential lack of diversification, absence
of information regarding valuations and pricing, complex tax
structures and delays in tax reporting, less regulation and
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higher fees than mutual funds and advisor risk.
Asset allocation does not assure a profit or protect against a
loss in declining financial markets.
The indexes are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly
in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and
do not represent the performance of any specific investment.
Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales
charges, which would lower performance.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
International investing entails greater risk, as well as greater
potential rewards compared to US investing. These risks include
political and economic uncertainties of foreign countries as well
as the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks are magnified
in countries with emerging markets, since these countries may
have relatively unstable governments and less established
markets and economics.
Investing in smaller companies involves greater risks not
associated with investing in more established companies,
such as business risk, significant stock price fluctuations and
illiquidity.
Factors affecting commodities generally, index components
composed of futures contracts on nickel or copper, which are
industrial metals, may be subject to a number of additional
factors specific to industrial metals that might cause price
volatility. These include changes in the level of industrial activity
using industrial metals (including the availability of substitutes
such as manmade or synthetic substitutes); disruptions in the
supply chain, from mining to storage to smelting or refining;
adjustments to inventory; variations in production costs,
including storage, labor and energy costs; costs associated with
regulatory compliance, including environmental regulations;
and changes in industrial, government and consumer demand,
both in individual consuming nations and internationally. Index
components concentrated in futures contracts on agricultural
products, including grains, may be subject to a number of
additional factors specific to agricultural products that might
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cause price volatility. These include weather conditions,
including floods, drought and freezing conditions; changes
in government policies; planting decisions; and changes in
demand for agricultural products, both with end users and as
inputs into various industries.
The information contained herein is not intended to be an
exhaustive discussion of the strategies or concepts mentioned
herein or tax or legal advice. Readers interested in the
strategies or concepts should consult their tax, legal, or other
advisors, as appropriate.
Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against
loss. Different asset classes present different risks.
Citi Private Bank is a business of Citigroup Inc. (“Citigroup”),
which provides its clients access to a broad array of products
and services available through bank and non-bank affiliates
of Citigroup. Not all products and services are provided by
all affiliates or are available at all locations. In the U.S.,
investment products and services are provided by Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI”), member FINRA and SIPC, and
Citi Private Advisory, LLC (“Citi Advisory”), member FINRA
and SIPC. CGMI accounts are carried by Pershing LLC, member
FINRA, NYSE, SIPC. Citi Advisory acts as distributor of certain
alternative investment products to clients of Citi Private Bank.
CGMI, Citi Advisory and Citibank, N.A. are affiliated companies
under the common control of Citigroup.
Outside the U.S., investment products and services are
provided by other Citigroup affiliates. Investment Management
services (including portfolio management) are available
through CGMI, Citi Advisory, Citibank, N.A. and other affiliated
advisory businesses. These Citigroup affiliates, including Citi
Advisory, will be compensated for the respective investment
management, advisory, administrative, distribution and
placement services they may provide.
Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong / Singapore organised under the
laws of U.S.A. with limited liability. This communication is
distributed in Hong Kong by Citi Private Bank operating through
Citibank N.A., Hong Kong Branch, which is registered in Hong
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Kong with the Securities and Futures Commission for Type 1
(dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities), Type 6
(advising on corporate finance) and Type 9 (asset management)
regulated activities with CE No: (AAP937) or in Singapore by
Citi Private Bank operating through Citibank, N.A., Singapore
Branch which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore. Any questions in connection with the contents
in this communication should be directed to registered or
licensed representatives of the relevant aforementioned entity.
The contents of this communication have not been reviewed
by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong or any regulatory
authority in Singapore. This communication contains
confidential and proprietary information and is intended
only for recipient in accordance with accredited investors
requirements in Singapore (as defined under the Securities
and Futures Act (Chapter 289 of Singapore) (the “Act” )) and
professional investors requirements in Hong Kong(as defined
under the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance and
its subsidiary legislation). For regulated asset management
services, any mandate will be entered into only with Citibank,
N.A., Hong Kong Branch and/or Citibank, N.A. Singapore
Branch, as applicable. Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch or
Citibank, N.A., Singapore Branch may sub-delegate all or part
of its mandate to another Citigroup affiliate or other branch of
Citibank, N.A. Any references to named portfolio managers are
for your information only, and this communication shall not be
construed to be an offer to enter into any portfolio management
mandate with any other Citigroup affiliate or other branch of
Citibank, N.A. and, at no time will any other Citigroup affiliate
or other branch of Citibank, N.A. or any other Citigroup affiliate
enter into a mandate relating to the above portfolio with you.
To the extent this communication is provided to clients who are
booked and/or managed in Hong Kong: No other statement(s)
in this communication shall operate to remove, exclude or
restrict any of your rights or obligations of Citibank under
applicable laws and regulations. Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong
Branch does not intend to rely on any provisions herein which
are inconsistent with its obligations under the Code of Conduct
for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities
and Futures Commission, or which mis-describes the actual
services to be provided to you.
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Citibank, N.A. is incorporated in the United States of America
and its principal regulators are the US Office of the Comptroller
of Currency and Federal Reserve under US laws, which differ
from Australian laws. Citibank, N.A. does not hold an Australian
Financial Services Licence under the Corporations Act 2001
as it enjoys the benefit of an exemption under ASIC Class
Order CO 03/1101 (remade as ASIC Corporations (Repeal and
Transitional) Instrument 2016/396 and extended by ASIC
Corporations (Amendment) Instrument 2020/200).
In the United Kingdom, Citibank N.A., London Branch (registered
branch number BR001018), Citigroup Centre, Canada Square,
Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LB, is authorised and regulated
by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (USA) and
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Subject
to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details
about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation
Authority are available from us on request. The contact number
for Citibank N.A., London Branch is +44 (0)20 7508 8000.
Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with company
registration number 132781. It is regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland under the reference number C26553 and supervised
by the European Central Bank. Its registered office is at 1 North
Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland. Ultimately owned by Citigroup Inc.,
New York, USA. Citibank Europe plc, UK Branch is registered as a
branch in the register of companies for England and Wales with
registered branch number BR017844. Its registered address
is Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14
5LB. VAT No.: GB 429 6256 29. It is authorised by the Central
Bank of Ireland and by the Prudential Regulation Authority. It
is subject to supervision by the Central Bank of Ireland, and
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority
and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the
extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Prudential
Regulation Authority, and regulation by the Financial Conduct
Authority are available from us on request.
From 1 Jan 2021:Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch), is a branch
of Citibank Europe plc, which is authorised by the European
Central Bank and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and
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the European Central Bank (reference number is C26553).
Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch) is also authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and with deemed variation
of permission. Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch) is subject to
regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details of
the temporary permissions regime, which allows EEA based
firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while seeking full
authorisation, are available on the FCA’s website.
Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch) is registered as a branch in the
register of companies for England and Wales with registered
branch number BR017844. Its registered address is Citigroup
Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB. VAT
No.: GB 429 6256 29.
Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with number
132781, with its registered office at 1 North Wall Quay,
Dublin 1. Citibank Europe plc is regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland. Ultimately owned by Citigroup Inc., New York, USA.
Citibank Europe plc, Luxembourg Branch is a branch of Citibank
Europe plc with trade and companies register number B
200204. It is authorised in Luxembourg and supervised by the
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. It appears on
the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier register
with company number B00000395. Its business office is
at 31, Z.A. Bourmicht, 8070 Bertrange, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with
company registration number 132781. It is regulated by the
Central Bank of Ireland under the reference number C26553
and supervised by the European Central Bank. Its registered
office is at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland.
In Jersey, this document is communicated by Citibank N.A.,
Jersey Branch which has its registered address at PO Box
104, 38 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A.,
Jersey Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services
Commission. Citibank N.A. Jersey Branch is a participant in the
Jersey Bank Depositors Compensation Scheme. The Scheme
offers protection for eligible deposits of up to £50,000.
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The maximum total amount of compensation is capped at
£100,000,000 in any 5 year period. Full details of the
Scheme and banking groups covered are available on the States
of Jersey website www.gov.je/dcs, or on request.
In Canada, Citi Private Bank is a division of Citibank Canada,
a Schedule II Canadian chartered bank. References herein
to Citi Private Bank and its activities in Canada relate solely
to Citibank Canada and do not refer to any affiliates or
subsidiaries of Citibank Canada operating in Canada. Certain
investment products are made available through Citibank
Canada Investment Funds Limited (“CCIFL”), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Citibank Canada. Investment Products are subject
to investment risk, including possible loss of principal amount
invested. Investment Products are not insured by the CDIC, FDIC
or depository insurance regime of any jurisdiction and are not
guaranteed by Citigroup or any affiliate thereof.
This document is for information purposes only and does not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any
securities to any person in any jurisdiction. The information set
out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision,
verification and amendment and such information may change
materially.
Citigroup, its affiliates and any of the officers, directors,
employees, representatives or agents shall not be held liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, or consequential
damages, including loss of profits, arising out of the use
of information contained herein, including through errors
whether caused by negligence or otherwise.
CCIFL is not currently a member, and does not intend to become
a member of the Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada
(“MFDA”); consequently, clients of CCIFL will not have available
to them investor protection benefits that would otherwise
derive from membership of CCIFL in the MFDA, including
coverage under any investor protection plan for clients of
members of the MFDA.
© 2020 Citigroup Inc. Citi, Citi and Arc Design and other marks
used herein are service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates,
used and registered throughout the world.

